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I. KUNTARA WIRYAMARTANA

THE SCRIPTORIA IN THE MERBABU-
MERAPI AREA

1. Introduction

A systematic observation and discussion of two manuscripts of the Merba-
bu collection (Perpustakaan Nasional, Jakarta L 53 and L 187) was under-
taken by W. van der Molen (1983). S. Supomo (1977) used one manuscript
of the same collection (L 219) for his textual criticism of Kakawin Arjuna-
wijaya, but failed to decipher its colophon and suggested that it is West
Javanese (1977:86). I consulted some manuscripts of the same collection
and edited one of the texts, Arjunawiwaha (Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris,
Malayo-Polynésien 165; see Kuntara Wiryamartana 1990). This manuscript
and many others belonged originally to Friederich's collection and were
brought to Paris through Zotenberg's initiative and care (Feer 1899:6).

The Merbabu collection, which is now housed in the National Library of
Indonesia (Perpustakaan Nasional Republik Indonesia, Jakarta), consists of
manuscripts containing various texts, including kakawin, tutur, mantra,
krtabhasa, and primbon. According to the colophons they originated in vari-
ous places on the slopes of Mt. Merbabu. Some manuscripts containing
Arjunawiwaha (Wiwaha-Kawi) texts from Surakarta (NBG 109, NBG 122,
NBG 123, LOr 1857, and LOr 1792) have colophons that point to Mt. Me-
rapi ('Giri Mandaragni'; see Kuntara Wiryamartana 1990:294-297). Mt.
Merapi ('Ardi Ma[n]darageni') is also mentioned in the colophon of a
privately owned manuscript containing a Putru Sangaskara text (Kuntara
Wiryamartana 1990:298-300). For this reason it is fit to join together the
Merbabu and the Merapi area as one complex of scriptoria. Not all the col-
ophons have been examined and not all the places mentioned there can be
identified, but the reports cited above offer some clarification.

2. The locations of the scriptoria

'Damalung' and 'Pamrihan' are known as former names of Mt. Merbabu
(Noorduyn 1982:416). Lontar manuscript PN L 127, a Putru Sangaskara,
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The locations of the scriptoria:

1.? L219 6. Temulor L 220 (?)
2. ? L 187 Temukidul
3. Windusabrang, L53 7. Ngadoman

Windusujan 8. Gedakan
4. Gertengahlo 9. Sidopekso L Putru Dakan
5. ? Mal.-Pol. 165 10. Metep NBS 109, etc. (?)

Fig. 1. Map of the Merbabu-Merapi area in Central Java.
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contains a colophon mentioning the name Sang Hyang Giri Kanistan. This
name has not yet been identified.

According to the colophons I have examined to date, scriptoria were
spread over Mt. Merbabu and Mt. Merapi: their tops (ywagra), slopes (gë-
gër), and feet (jëng) are in all directions. The locations are as follows (see
Fig. 1).

Mt. Merbabu
1. Sang Hyang Pamrihan, foot (Jong), northeast (himbang harsanya): L

219 Kakawin Arjunawijaya (Supomo 1977:179).
2. Sang Hyang Ardi Giri Pwamrihan, top (ywagra), southwest (imbhang

nariti), Pamardin: L 187 prose Kunjarakarna (Van der Molen 1983:
279).

3. Sang Hyang Ardi Damalung, foot (jëng), southwest (hiring imba<ng>
nariti), Gagërwindu: L 53 prose Kunjarakarna (Van der Molen 1983:
282).

4. Sang Hyang Giri Ha<r>di Pamrihan, toot (jëng), west (imbang kulon),
Rabut Pëkik: Mal-Pol 165 Kakawin Arjunawiwaha (Kuntara Wirya-
martana 1980:19).

5. Sang Hyang Ngarddhi Giri Pamrihan, foot (jëng), northwest (imbang
byabya), Wanakasa, Patëmon: L 220 Kakawin Arjunawiwaha (Kuntara
Wiryamartana 1990:17).

Mt. Merapi
1. Ardi Ma(n)darageni, slope (gëgër), northeast (i<m>bang ersanya), Si-

dapaksa: lontar kept in Dakan, Putru Sangaskara (Kuntara Wiryamar-
tana 1990:299).

2. Giri Mandaragni, foot (jëng), northeast (himbang [se] harsanya), Ku-
mëtëd (Metep?): NBG 109, NBG 122, NBG 123, LOr 1792, LOr 1857
Wiwaha Kawi (Surakarta).

Unidentified
1. Sang Hyang Giri Kanistan (Merbabu?), foot (jëng), further specifica-

tions not yet diciphered: L 127 Putru Sangaskara.
2. Mountain (no name), part (no specification), point of compass (no

specification), Subadrapati: L 164 Kakawin Arjunawiwaha (Poerbatja-
raka 1926:66; Kuntara Wiryamartana 1990:17).

The places mentioned in other colophons are not yet identified, except
perhaps Sidapaksa (Kuntara Wiryamartana 1990:299). But this preliminary
observation may serve as a guide in grouping the manuscripts according to
scriptoria.
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3. The dates of the manuscripts

The manner of indicating the year used in the colophons of the manuscripts
of the Merbabu collection have puzzled researchers. Van der Molen (1983:
76-87, 297-300) and Kuntara Wiryamartana (1984:257-260) have struggled
to decipher it, but have not yet obtained satisfactory resulLs.

One of the problems is the use of two kinds of wuku, i.e. wuku dalëm
('inside wuku') and wukujaba ('outside wuku') with their respective names
(PNL53: '\vuJtuda7emphrangbakat', 'wukujaba wukir'; L 187: 'prangba-
kate wukwa dalëm'; the Dakan lontar. 'wuku jaba wukir'). Sometimes
more than one year is cited in a single colophon. Van der Molen's attempt
to decipher the tahun kaliwon year noted in L 53 by referring to the Teng-
gerese calender did not solve the problem. Further examination is still
needed for this perplexing problem.

The numbers of the (Saka) years found in the colophons are as follows:
1. L 127 four dates: 1567 ('i saka giri horëg marga hiku'), ? ('i

saka 3 7 8 7 6 7 5 7' [numbers with dots above]), and
1567 ('i saka 7, 6, 5, 1' [dots]).

2. L 220 three dates: 1591 ('i sakala siki gopura marutaning
wong'), 1593 (dots; read: 1593), and 1592 ('i metra
[read: /' netra] gopura manen bumi' (Kuntara Wirya-
martana 1990:18).

3. Dakan lontar 1600 ('i saJta7a sonya langit hoyëg jan ma') (Kuntara
Wiryamartana 1990:299 gives the date as 1610).

4. L 53 1633 (reconstructed: 'i sakala pawaka guna hanggas-
ing wong'; Kuntara Wiryamartana 1948:259; cf. Van
der Molen 1983:85, 282).

5. L 187 1635 ('sakalannira margga, ghnë [read: ghni], ghanna,
wani'), 1634 (dots) (Van der Molen 1983:78, 281).

6. L 219 not yet deciphered (Supomo 1977:179: 'i sakala diyan
6, 5, 5, 3, 5, 6, 5, 7 [?]').

7. L 164 no date.
8. Mal-Pol 165 no date.
From the years listed above it can be seen that all the manuscripts cited
were written between the second half of the seventeenth century and the
first quarter of the eighteenth century. This period ranged from the begin-
ning of the reign of Amangkurat I (1646-1677) to the reign of Pakubuwana
I (1704-1719). It seems that the crisis of the Mataram dynasty, the founda-
tion of the new kraton at Kartasura, and the following turbulent years did
not disturb the activities of the ajar (religious) and literati in the neighbour-
ing mountainous area. It is likely that the literary activities of the Kartasura
court literati were supported by those of the a/ar. Here lies most probably
the great contribution of the 'periphery' (which is itself a literary centre) to
the kraton as cultural centre.
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There is a question about the existence of the scriptoria, study centres, or
padepokan. The report of Bujangga Manik's journeys through Java stated
that around 1500 Damalung was one of the study centres in Java (Noorduyn
1982:416). Did the scriptoria emerge not long before 1500, following the
waning age of Majapahit (compare Schoemann as cited in Van der Molen
1983:111), or had they existed since far earlier times even before the centre
of Mataram was established in Central Java?

4. The book

All the manuscripts of the Merbabu collection were made of Ion tarot ron
tal, siwalan leaves (Borassus flabellifer). On a journey through a part of the
Merbabu regions, from Magelang via Kopeng to Salatiga, I did not observe
any siwalan trees growing in that area. In botanical science it is known that
siwalan trees grow in humid areas along the coast. The lontar therefore
must have been brought from the nearest Pasisir areas, perhaps the north
coastal regions around Semarang and Jepara (compare Van der Molen
1983:88).

The preliminary examination of the manuscripts listed by Poerbatjaraka
(1933:280-376) in comparison with those listed as buda manuscripts by Co-
hen Stuart (1872:26-46) with the guidance of Van der Molen's identifica-
tion of the Merbabu collection (1983:117) yielded measurements for the
manuscripts as follows:
1. the maximum length is 64 cm; the maximum width is 4.5 cm.
2. the minimum length is 17 cm; the minimum width is 2.5 cm.
3. the majority of the manuscripts range in length from 36 to 46 cm, and

in width from 3 to 3.5 cm.
An examination of these measurements and other codicological traits
should clarify the interrelation of the scriptoria.

5. The script and spelling

The script used in these manuscripts is known in Javanese as aksara buda or
aksara gunung (Pigeaud 1967:53, 81, 283; 1970:22-23, 53-54; Van der
Molen 1983:96, 115-117). In Ranggawarsita's study of antique scripts the
Merbabu script is called: 'Punika haksara buda hingkang kahangge para
hajar-ajar hing redï ('These are buda letters which are used by the religious
in the mountains'. BG 206:8; cf. Poerbatjaraka 1933:283). Van der Molen's
palaeographic investigation (1983:98) comes to the conclusion that the
Merbabu script of L 53 and L 187, in correspondence with Ngadoman
script, is the continuation of an earlier Central Javanese script.

The lists of characters given by Van der Molen (1983:293-294) and
Kuntara Wiryamartana (1990:490-492) show that every scriptorium has its
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own characters with slight fortnal differences. It is likely that there were ex-
changes of manuscripts to be copied among the scriptoria. The transmission
of Kakawin Arjunawiwaha in Mal-Pol 165, for example, shows that some
errors in copying came from the morphological differences between some
characters adopted by the scriptorium of the exemplar and those of the copy
(Kuntara Wiryamartana 1990:26).

Van der Molen (1983:98-108) has contributed much to the investigation
of the spelling conventions of L 53 and L 187. Further examinations of the
spelling conventions must give attention to some treatises on swarawyanja-
na, including L 108.

6. The problem of originality or textual transformation

From the texts edited by Supomo (1977, Kakawin Arjunawijaya), Van der
Molen (1983, Kunjarakarna), and Kuntara Wiryamartana (1990, Kakawin
Arjunawiwaha), it is evident that the texts of the Merbabu manuscripts con-
tain readings different from those of the correlated texts of the West Java-
nese and Balinese traditions.

The interpolation theory initiated by Kern and followeil by Gunning and
Poerbatjaraka, especially in relation to kakawin, has been refuted by many
scholars (Zoetmulder 1974:66-67). Some kakawin texts from the manu-
scripts of the Merbabu collection raise once again the problem of interpola-
tion, but now in terms of textual differences among the traditions.

Kakawin Arjunawijaya (PN L 219) has two cantos instead of two stanzas
(as in the Balinese tradition) in canto 63 (Supomo 1977:86, 176-177, 326-
329). Kakawin Arjunawiwaha of Mal-Pol 165 and Wiwaha Kawioï NBG
109, NBG 123, and LOr 1792 has one stanza added after canto 1, stanza 8
(Kuntara Wiryamartana 1990:198-199, 297-298). Some variants in Kaka-
win Arjunawiwaha of Mal-Pol 165 show better readings than those found
in Balinese manuscripts (Kuntara Wiryamartana 1990:202-206). These cas-
es point to the need for a reappraisal of the Javanese tradition. In one of the
theses {stellingen) appended to his dissertation (stelling 7) Van der Molen
stated: 'Supomo's interpretation of the difference between the Javanese and
the Balinese tradition in Arjunawijaya 63,8 and 9 was based on the un-
proved premise that the Balinese tradition is purer than the Javanese
tradition.' This statement must be taken seriously in further research on
interrelated texts of the Javanese and Balinese manuscripts.

7. Concluding remarks

The Merbabu collection is an important treasure of manuscripts of the
Central Javanese tradition. The Merbabu tradition is a pivotal link between
the Old Javanese and the New Javanese traditions, especially the New Java-
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nese tradition of the Kartasura-Surakarta court. It also has much to say
about the Old Javanese tradition vis-a-vis the Balinese tradition.

For future research the Merbabu-Merapi area is recommended as an inte-
gral complex of literary and religious activities comprising some heteroge-
nous subtraditions. It needs the collaboration of some interested scholars to
uncover its wealth and treasures.
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